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Efficient Insertion of Multiple Objects Parallel
Connected by Passive Compliant Mechanisms

in Precision Assembly
Dengpeng Xing , Yan Lv, Song Liu , De Xu , and Fangfang Liu

Abstract—This paper proposes an efficient strategy to
simultaneously insert multiple objects, which are parallel
connected by passive compliant mechanisms, in precision
assembly. The distinctions of this task include: each object
is held compliantly; multiple objects are parallel connected
to a manipulator; not all the peg-in-hole has the same in-
sertion condition; and high accuracy is required for each
insertion. This configuration can provide sufficient compli-
ance and improve insertion efficiency for massive precision
assembly. We model the relationship between the state and
force of a single compliant mechanism, and analyze the hor-
izontal compliance of parallel mechanisms. Based on the
model, with a fitting and optimization method the states of
all but one compliant mechanisms are acquired from micro-
scopic views and the remaining states are optimized with
resultant forces provided by a force sensor. To efficiently
plan the parallel insertion, we propose a strategy to hori-
zontally compensate according to the resultant force and
the horizontal compliance, and to vertically insert based
on the insertion ratio expectation, the horizontal offsets of
each individual insertion, and the horizontal force. Experi-
ments are carried out to demonstrate the validation of the
proposed method.

Index Terms—Efficient insertion, parallel connection,
passive compliance, precision assembly.

I. INTRODUCTION

PRECISION assembly handles small-sized objects,
achieves high accuracy, and has wide applications in var-

ious fields. It differs from traditional assembly in that it grips
objects sized millimeters or microns, detects accurate assembly
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state employing microscopes and micro force sensors, and in-
serts with precision mechanisms [1]. Precision assembly com-
monly deals with small-sized, thin-walled, and irregular-shaped
objects, which are commonly in interference fit or clearance fit
with mere micron-level clearances, and then restriction require-
ments need to be considered, such as high precision alignment
and small range limitation of contact forces.

Precision assembly consists of alignment and insertion and
many topics in these aspects are recently investigated. In align-
ment process, objects are moved to the state where their po-
sitions and postures are well aligned [2]. The state detection
accuracy is the basis for alignment, and an accurate alignment
decreases the burden of insertion. In [3], to increase the attitude
detection precision of a slice micropart, a laser triangulation
measurement instrument guided by microscopes is used and
a calibration method based on nonlinear damping least square
method is proposed. To navigate safely in the small operational
space, collision detection is also required especially when ob-
jects are mutual blocked in vision. In [4], an efficient strategy is
proposed to obtain the cylindrical object’s collision status based
on two planar views provided by microscopes, and a detach con-
troller is designed in case of collision. After insertion starts, the
contact part is covered and no longer available to visual methods,
and as a result force based approaches are used to compensate
for the misalignment [5]. In this process, how to define a con-
troller in facilitating precise, robust, and efficient insertions is
focused. To increase assembly robustness, inclined insertion is
studied in [6] where deviated insertion estimation and coordi-
nated compensation are processed. For efficiency improvement,
a stochastic model is built to describe the uncertainty in insertion
and a planning method is proposed to choose an efficient action
based on estimation results [7]. In precision assembly tasks,
most objects are rigidly gripped, and adding compliance in in-
sertion as well as improving efficiency for massive assembly
still need to be further explored.

Compliance in insertion helps to protect objects and it is clas-
sified into active compliance and passive compliance. Active
compliant strategies usually use rigid clamping, such as absorb-
ing with vacuum mechanisms [8] or piezoelectric actuator [9],
to hold objects and actively compensate for misalignment based
on contact force. Passive compliance, on the contrary, is realized
via mechanisms and objects are automatically adjusted accord-
ing to the contact on the passive degree of freedoms (DOFs)
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[10]. This type of insertion allows relatively large alignment
errors and provides an opportunity for quick and stable inser-
tions. The compliant gripper varies according to different objects
and tasks, and has the difficulty of generalized application. Low
translational and rotational stiffness is offered in [11] by a micro
gripper with a micro remote center compliance unit, so that no
microscopy is used. A compliant gripper that possesses a large
gripping range with a bidirectional drive is presented in [12] to
accommodate the grasp of different object size and weight. In
[13], a two ionic polymer metal composite fingers based micro
gripper is used to add compliance into the assembly robot arm
and the errors computed based on the analytical model are com-
pensated. These passive compliant mechanisms are designed to
grip one object at a time, which results in low efficiency, and
unsuitable for massive assembly tasks.

Serial assembly is common, procedurally performing object
gripping, aligning, inserting, and releasing, and it executes one
assembly after another. For example, in [14], five subassem-
blies are sequently realized on one assembly platform and the
micromanipulation space only accommodates one pair of ob-
jects. Parallel assembly simultaneously handles two or more
object alignments and insertions, and its motion planning needs
to consider all peg-in-hole as a whole, not just one pair. This
assembly type has high efficiency compared with serial coun-
terpart and is suitable for massive assembly [15], [16], but it
has more requirements on the control strategy. In [17], a par-
allel microassembly approach is proposed to grasp and assem-
ble three windings simultaneously for increasing productivity.
Chang et al. [18] introduces a massive parallel assembly of mi-
crochips with water mist, and a hybrid approach is used for
high accuracy and speed achievement. An approach is intro-
duced in [19] to parallel assemble on a silicon micro electro
mechanical system to lower assembly costs while maintaining
high precision. In these parallel assembly works, objects are
rigidly gripped and the insertion stiffness is very large, demand-
ing high requirements on initial setting, objects manufacturing,
and system accuracy. How to improve insertion compliance is
one focus of parallel assembly.

As stated above, compliant mechanisms can improve inser-
tion compliance with low efficiency while parallel configura-
tions fasten the assembly of massive objects with large inser-
tion stiffness and high initialization requirements. Therefore,
this paper combines these two together in precision assembly
and intends to deal with a parallel insertion of multiple ob-
jects connected by passive compliant mechanisms. We choose
spring as the compliant mechanism due to its flexibility of com-
pression, transverse, and bending, analyze the compliance of
parallel springs, and build a model to relate the spring state
with its force. Spring states are used to reflect the contact status
for each insertion, and to acquire them we use microscopes to
observe all but one springs whose offsets are computed with a
fitting and optimization method and a force sensor to obtain the
resultant force with which to optimize the rest spring’s state.
In simultaneous insertion of multiple objects, the horizontal
compensation is based on the resultant force and the horizontal
stiffness, and the vertical insertion is efficiently planned based
on the insertion ratio expectation, the spring horizontal offset,

Fig. 1. Platform configuration.

and the horizontal force. The proposed method is verified in
experiments.

The main contributions include: first, in precision assembly,
we investigate on parallel insertion of multiple objects connected
by passive compliant mechanisms. This new configuration can
provide sufficient compliance and improve insertion efficiency
for massive assembly. Second, a fitting and optimization method
based on the built spring model is proposed to detect spring state
when its ends are not available in images. Third, an efficient
strategy for parallel compliant insertion is presented to adjust
the insertion depth increment based on the previous insertion
performance, the current offset error, and the resultant contact.

There are many situations to apply the method presented in
this paper. In order to improve assembly efficiency in engi-
neering, multiple insertions, instead of a single peg-in-hole, are
handled in the meantime and the assembly stiffness increases
with the object number in one batch. Since objects are brittle
in precision assembly, the passive compliance is required for
protection, but how to distinguish each insertion state is still
difficult. The proposed method addresses these difficulties by
obtaining states with graphical and optimization approaches and
plans the parallel passive insertion efficiently.

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

A basic platform configuration for parallel compliant assem-
bly is shown in Fig. 1, which consists of upper and lower manip-
ulators, cameras, a force sensor, and upper and lower grippers.
The upper manipulator has three translational DOFs and two
rotational DOFs to fulfill alignment and insertion; the lower ma-
nipulator has one translational DOF and three rotational DOFs
for posture alignment; a force sensor locates upon the upper
gripper to detect the resultant force that holes execute upon ob-
jects; each of n objects is connected via a spring to the upper
manipulator; n holes are held still on the lower manipulator; and
all microscopes are placed horizontally.

For convenience, we name group i as the combination of the
spring i, the object i, and the hole i. All objects are cylinder
shaped and they may not have the same diameters, but their
lengths are identical. The springs have the same free length and
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Fig. 2. Spring configuration in insertion. (a) Single insertion. (b) Inser-
tions viewed from the top.

their ends are perpendicularly fixed on the upper manipulator
and the object in the same group. The holes have the same sizes
with their corresponding objects. All these theoretically provide
the same condition for each group insertion, but in practice they
are inevitably not the same, e.g., the offsets of springs’ ends
may differ caused by initialization errors. The microscope has
characteristics of planar vision, and during insertion we use
2(n − 1) microscopes to observe n − 1 springs. The target is to
simultaneously insert n objects into n holes.

The world coordinates {W} are established on the upper
manipulator; for group i a coordinate frame {Gi} is set at the i
spring’s top end with xi-axis horizontally pointing to the bottom
end and zi-axis downwards; {C1i} and {C2i} represent the
coordinates on the two horizontal microscopes observing the
spring i; and the coordinates {f} are established on the force
sensor.

III. COMPLIANCE DISCUSSION

A. State Computation of a Single Spring

During insertion, the spring is in compression, and in the
first several insertion steps when the hole has not limited the
object’s posture, the object may be a little inclined if the spring
is deviated, as shown in Fig. 2(a). We use a general model
to bridge the spring state and force. In insertion, the spring is
perpendicular to the upper manipulator and the object; the upper
manipulator does not rotate; and the object’s posture can only
deviate very little. As a result, the spring bends if there exists a
horizontal offset between spring’s ends. Suppose the spring is
homogeneous, which leads to the same bending degree of every
part of the spring, and use a cubic function to approximate the
spring curve based on the distance between its two ends.

In the plane of Gi − xizi , as shown in Fig. 2(a), label
pei = [xei, zei ]T as the position of the spring’s bottom end and
[Fxi, Fzi ]T as the spring force. The spring curve is

xi = aiz
3
i + biz

2
i + cizi + di (1)

where ai , bi , ci , and di are function parameters, and [xi, zi ]T

is the position of a point on the spring curve. Label θi as the
angle between the object’s axis and the zi-axis. According to
the position and slop of the spring’s two ends, the function
parameters result in

ai = tan θze i −2xe i

z 3
e i

, bi = 3xe i −tan θze i

z 2
e i

, ci = di = 0. (2)

See Appendix A for solution details. The spring length yields

Li =
∫ ze i

0

√
1 +

(
3aiz2

i + 2bizi

)2
dzi (3)

where Li is the spring length. The homogeneous property leads
to the same stiffness for every part of the spring and the vertical
force is acquired by integrating the force projection of every
part of the spring onto the zi-axis

Fzi =
∫ Li

0
K L0−Li

Li
cos αldli = K

(
L0
Li

− 1
)

zei (4)

where K is the spring stiffness, L0 is the spring length with no
load, and αl is the angle between the spring at li and the zi-axis.
In the same way, the horizontal force can be obtained

Fxi = K
(

L0
Li

− 1
)

xei. (5)

B. Compliance Analysis of Parallel Springs

In insertion, the springs may not deviate in the same direction
and we need first to analyze the three dimensional compliance of
a spring. Project the springs onto the horizontal plane, as shown
in Fig. 2(b), and label βi as the angle between the projection of
the spring i and the xw -axis. As to the spring i, its compression
contributes to the force in the xw -axis

Fi,x = K
(

L0
Li

− 1
)

hi cos βi (6)

where Fi,x is the force projection of the spring i onto the xw -
axis and hi is the spring’s projection length on the horizontal
plane. With a virtual displacement dxw , this force changes to

F ′
i,x = K

(
L0
L ′

i
− 1

)
(hi cos βi + dxw ) (7)

where F ′
i,x is the virtual force of the spring i and L′

i is the spring’s
length corresponding to the virtual displacement. Usually, the
vertical offset of the spring far outweighs its horizontal offset
since in precision assembly the misalignment is counted by
microns, and therefore we use Li to replace L′

i . Combining the
above two equations leads to

Khi,x = dFi , x

dxw
=

F ′
i , x −Fi , x

dxw
= K

(
L0
Li

− 1
)

(8)

where Khi,x is the horizontal stiffness in the xw -axis. Since this
stiffness does not depend on the angle βi , it means the spring
stiffness is the same in the horizontal plane

Khi = K
(

L0
Li

− 1
)

(9)

where Khi is the horizontal stiffness of the spring i.
The horizontal stiffness of a parallel configuration is the sum

of all the springs’ stiffness

Kh =
n∑

i=1

Khi (10)

where Kh is the horizontal stiffness of n parallel springs.
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Fig. 3. Views of the group i in two microscopes. (a) Viewed in the
camera c1i . (b) Viewed in the camera c2i .

IV. SPRING STATE AND FORCE ACQUISITION

Two microscopes are needed to observe a spring, due to the
characteristics of the planar vision. To reduce costs, we use
2 (n − 1) microscopes to detect n − 1 springs’ states and a force
sensor to output the resultant force exerted on all objects. With
captured images, this paper presents a graphical measurement to
detect the spring state fitting the key points on a spring with the
above proposed model; and after acquiring the n − 1 springs’
states, an optimization approach is discussed to compute the last
spring’s state based on the resultant force. This section aims at
obtaining the states of every insertion group, which will be an
element to be considered in insertion planning.

A. Vision-Based State Acquisition

The object is in stationary balance for every insertion step,
and although its contact with the hole is unobservable we still
can acquire it using the above established model based on the
spring observation. Fig. 3 shows the two views of the group i
in the microscopes, c1i and c2i . In Fig. 3, the object’s slopes
are labeled as θ1i and θ2i , which can be obtained by fitting the
object’s outline.

The two ends of the spring are usually welded or glued to
firmly connect to the manipulator and the object, and as a result
the end points cannot be directly detected (which can be seen
in experiment). We use multiple points to fit the spring’s curve
and then determine the offset between the end points. Label
the left points of the spring in the image of the camera c1i as
P1lj = [x1lj , z1lj ]

T , as the red points shown in Fig. 3(a), where
j ∈ [1,m1l ] with m1l as the number of left points in this image.
To get those left points, in image processing, we use Canny
operator to locate the edge points and circular Hough Transform
to obtain the circle parameters. The coordinates {O1l} are set
as: the origin at the upmost point P1l1, the x1l-axis pointing to
the right, and the z1l-axis pointing downwards. Based on the
assumption that the spring’s axis can be expressed as piecewise
quadratic functions, the axis projection onto the view plane can
also be fitted in the same way. It can also be applied to the left
points of the spring, which yields

cx1lj − x1l0 = a1l (z1lj − z1l0)
3 + b1l (z1lj − z1l0)

2 (11)

where cx1lj means the computed value on the x1l-axis when
fitting the left points and P1l0 = [x1l0, z1l0]

T is the point, above
the coordinate origin, on the fitting curve whose slope is zero.
Label P1le = [x1le , z1le ]

T as the point on the fitting curve with
the slope of tan θ1i , and substituting P1le − P1l0 to replace xei

and zei in (2) results in the function parameters a1l and b1l .
The unknown variables are computed by optimizing the error
between the fitting data and the true values

min
P1l 0,P1l e

m 1l∑
j=1

‖cx1lj − x1lj‖. (12)

SNOPT is a general purpose system for constrained optimiza-
tion, using sequential quadratic programming, and we apply it
in acquiring optimized values in this paper.

In the same way, we can compute the two end positions of
the fitting curve of the right points, P1r0 = [x1r0, z1r0]

T and
P1re = [x1re , z1re ]

T . Averaging the offsets of the two fitting
curves yields

Δx1i = (x1l e −x1l 0)+(x1r e −x1r 0)
2 ,Δz1i = (z1l e −z1l 0)+(z1r e −z1r 0)

2
(13)

where Δx1i and Δz1i are the offsets of the spring’s center in
the view of the camera c1i . By iterating the above process, the
offsets viewed in the other camera, Δx2i and Δz2i , are obtained.
Label 1iRw = [1iRT

w,1,
1iRT

w,2,
1iRT

w,3]
T to represent the trans-

formation matrix from the world coordinates to the coordinates
of the camera c1i , and 2iRw = [2iRT

w,1,
2iRT

w,2,
2iRT

w,3]
T trans-

forming from the world coordinates to {C2i}. The spring offset
in the world coordinates results in

⎡
⎣

w xei
w yei
w zei

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1iRw,1
1iRw,3
2iRw,1
2iRw,3

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
† ⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Δx1i

Δz1i

Δx2i

Δz2i

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (14)

where [w xei,
w yei ,

w zei ]
T is the vector pointing from the

spring’s top end to its bottom end, expressed in the world co-
ordinates, and † is the pseudoinverse. Since the setup of {Gi}
is based on the spring offset, the transformation matrix Gi Rw

from the world coordinates to {Gi} yields

Gi Rw =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

w xe i√
w x2

e i +
w y 2

e i

w ye i√
w x2

e i +
w y 2

e i

0

− w ye i√
w x2

e i +
w y 2

e i

w xe i√
w x2

e i +
w y 2

e i

0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (15)

The offsets of the spring i result in xei =
√

w x2
ei + w y2

ei and
zei = w zei , with which the spring stiffness is computed resort-
ing to the previous section.

In the coordinates {C1i}, the vector that is perpendicular to
the object’s axis projection and lies in the view plane can be
expressed as [−cos θ1i , 0, sin θ1i ]

T . With the object’s slopes in
the two images, its posture vector yields

w d = 1iR−1
w [−cos θ1i , 0, sin θ1i ]

T

× 2iR−1
w [−cos θ2i , 0, sin θ2i ]

T (16)
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where w d is the vector parallel with the object’s axis, expressed
in the world coordinates, and “×” is the cross product. The angle
between the spring and the vertical axis leads to

θi = arccos
(

w d
‖w d‖2

· zw

)
(17)

where “·” is the dot product. With the solved spring offset, re-
sorting to (4) and (5), the current forces on the spring i, Fxi,k ,
and Fzi,k , are computed, where “k” stands for the discrete inser-
tion step. Expressing them in vectors of the world coordinates
results in

F vi,k = Fzi,kzw , F hi,k = GiR−1
w

[
Fxi,k 0 0

]T
(18)

where F vi,k is the vertical force of the spring i and F hi,k is its
horizontal force, both expressed in the world coordinates.

B. Unobservable State Computation

All but one springs are observed by cameras and the state of
the remaining one can be computed by means of the resultant
force. The force sensor provides the current resultant force, F k ,
that all holes exert on all objects, and the decomposition into
the vertical axis and the horizontal plane results in

F v ,k = (F k · zw ) zw , F h,k = zw × F k × zw (19)

where F v ,k and F h,k are the resultant vertical and horizontal
forces. Label the remaining spring as n and the force on it can
be computed

F hn,k = F h,k −
n−1∑
i=1

F hi,k , F vn,k = F v ,k −
n−1∑
i=1

F vi,k

(20)

where F vn,k and F hn,k are the vertical and horizontal forces
of the spring n.

Since θn is quite small, the spring’s offset and force are one-
to-one correspondence. Therefore, with known spring force, we
can use a searching method to calculate the corresponding spring
state. Resorting to (4) and (5), the following condition holds:

xen,k = ‖F h n , k ‖2

‖F v n , k ‖2
zen,k . (21)

It restricts the relationship between the vertical and horizontal
offsets of the spring’s ends. In application, due to disturbances,
we use an inequality to express this restriction. Therefore, the
optimization problem can be expressed as

min
xe n , k ,ze n , k

∥∥∥∥ L0Kzen,k

‖F vn,k‖2 + Kzen,k

−
∫ zz n , k

0

√
1 + (3anz2

n + 2bnzn )2dzn

∥∥∥∥
s.t. ‖xen,k‖F vn,k‖2 − ‖F hn,k‖2zen,k‖ < ε1∥∥∥∥∥zen,k −

n−1∑
j=1

zej,k

n − 1

∥∥∥∥∥ < ε2 (22)

where ε1 and ε2 are two positive parameters. In the optimization
objective, the first part of the function to be minimized is the
spring length computed from (4) and the other part is the spring

length obtained from (3). In the constraint functions, the first
inequality expresses the restriction of (21) and the last one limits
the value range of zen . To optimize the above function, we use
the previous value as the initial assignment and SNOPT as the
optimization tool. The spring state (xen,k , zen,k ) is obtained by
optimizing the above function.

V. INSERTION STRATEGY

For the parallel insertion of multiple objects, each connected
with a spring, we propose the following insertion controller:{

Δvk+1 = ξkΔvk

Δhk+1 = 1
Kh , k

[Kp (F h,k − F h,k−1) + KiF h,k ]
(23)

where Δvk is the current vertical insertion vector, Δhk is the
current horizontal compensation vector, ξk is a parameter be-
tween two consecutive insertions, Kp and Ki are the propor-
tional and integral parameters, and Kh,k is the current horizon-
tal compliance. In this controller, the horizontal compensation
is based on resultant forces and an incremental proportional
integral (PI) controller is used to move the manipulator to the
position where the horizontal force generated from holes is
counteracted. This PI controller output dividing the insertion
stiffness turns to be the desired compensational movement. The
vertical insertion mainly relies on the parameter ξk and it is
planned to efficiently fulfill insertions considering the previous
performance, the contact force, and the spring state, which is
introduced as follows.

As the manipulator inserts, the springs are compressed and the
objects’ vertical movements may not equal the insertion depth
increment. A parameter is defined to represent this difference

σi,k = 1 +
zei,k − zei,k−1

‖Δvk‖2
(24)

where σi,k is the insertion ratio of the group i between its object
and the manipulator. This ratio reflects the insertion transmis-
sion: σi,k < 1 means the object inserts less and the spring is
more compressed; σi,k = 1 means the spring’s vertical offset
unchanged; and otherwise a part of spring energy is released
and the object inserts more. Estimation of the next insertion
ratio by means of multiple past ratios yields

σi,k+1 = γ1σi,k + (1 − γ1)
∑ m 1−1

j = 0 γ j
2 σi , k −j∑ m 1−1

j = 0 γ j
2

(25)

where σi,k+1 stands for the estimated next ratio, γ1 and γ2 are
discounted parameters, and m1 means how many previous ratios
are used. To estimate the next ratio, this equation discounts the
sum of the current ratio and the discounted multiple previous
ratios. The estimated ratio can be easily verified after insertion
and we use a confidence parameter to represent how much the
estimated ratio can be trusted

Ci,k+1 =
∑ m 2−1

j = 0 γ j
3 e

(
T 1−

‖σ i , k −j+1−σ i , k −j+1‖
σ i , k −j+1

)
∑ m 2−1

j = 0 γ j
3

Ci,k (26)

where Ci,k ∈ [0, 1] is the confidence parameter iterated in each
step, depending on the difference of the estimated insertion ratio
and the real one, m2 is the averaging number, γ3 is a discounted
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parameter, and T1 ∈ (0, 1) is the parameter above which the
confidence on ratio estimation grows. The above equation uses
an exponential function to aggressively increase the confidence
parameter and conservatively reduce it. In parallel insertion,
there are multiple sizes of the springs’ compression and we pick
the most compressed one, labelled with a subscript c, to compute
the expected overall insertion ratio. The most compressed spring
means its connecting object has the least insertion depth and we
use it to plan for the whole insertion. This yields

σ̃k+1 = Cc,kσc,k+1 + (1 − Cc,k )
n∑

i=1

σi,k+1

n
(27)

where σ̃k+1 is the expected insertion ratio for the next manip-
ulator insertion. This equation determines the expected overall
insertion ratio using the sum of the estimated ratio of the most
compressed spring multiplying its corresponding confidence pa-
rameter and the unconfident proportion multiplying the average
estimated ratio of all groups.

A large horizontal force shows an incorrect alignment viewing
the n groups as a whole and the insertion needs to slow down
giving priority to compensation. An exponential relationship is
presented between the horizontal force and its effect parameter
to insertion

λk = 2e
− ln 2‖F h , k ‖2

T2 (28)

where λk ∈ (0, 2] is the effect parameter of the horizontal force
to insertion and T2 is a positive parameter. It means that λk

equals one if the resultant horizontal force equals T2 and the
horizontal force has no effect on the insertion; a smaller λk

means the gripper needs large horizontal compensation and the
insertion slows; and λk > 1 indicates the horizontal force is well
constrained and the insertion can enlarge its depth increment.

Even when the resultant horizontal force is zero, the springs’
horizontal offsets may still exist and this affects the single in-
sertion. Therefore, we consider the springs’ horizontal offsets
in insertion planning and define the following parameter:

χk = e−
γ4

∑ n
i = 1 ‖xe i , k ‖

n (29)

where χk ∈ (0, 1] is the effect parameter of the horizontal off-
sets to insertion and γ4 is a scaling parameter. A large average
horizontal offset slows the insertion.

Combining the above results leads to the expected insertion

Δvk+1 =
λkχk (‖Δvk‖2 + zec,k − zec,k−1)

σ̃k+1
(30)

where Δvk+1 is the expected insertion of the next step. In this
equation, the bracket includes the insertion of the most com-
pressed object; it multiplies the parameters λk and χk , resulting
in the effect of the horizontal state of the group c to insertion;
and then it is divided by the expected insertion ratio to obtain
the manipulator’s expected insertion. Limiting this result and
dividing it by the current insertion depth increment leads to the
insertion parameter

ξk =
min {Δvk+1,Δvmax}

‖Δvk‖2
(31)

where Δvmax is the maximum allowed insertion depth
increment.

Although the manipulator’s insertion is the same for all
groups, due to unexpected disturbances, the springs’ compres-
sion is different and the objects do not reach their terminal states,
usually the bottom of the holes, simultaneously. Therefore, the
terminal condition is set as

‖Lc,k − L ‖ < εL, max
i=1,...,n

σi,k < εσ , ‖F v ,k‖2 − Fv,m > 0

(32)

where Lc,k =
∑k

j=0 ‖Δvj‖2 + zec,k − L0 is the insertion
length of the most compressed object, L is the object’s de-
sired insertion length, εL and εσ are positive parameters, and
Fv,m is the vertical force threshold. The above inequalities ver-
ify the terminal state is reached from three aspects: the insertion
length, the insertion ratio, and the vertical force. The insertion
length condition only focuses on the group with the most com-
pressed spring, to ensure that all objects touch down the bottom.
In the insertion ratio condition the maximum ratio is chosen and
compared with the threshold, making sure no object inserts. The
force condition considers the vertical force of all the springs.

Fig. 4 shows the control process for parallel insertion. With
observations of 2(n − 1) microscopes, the n − 1 springs’ states
are acquired using the fitting and optimization method and fur-
thermore the forces on their ends are computed resorting to (4)
and (5). The force sensor provides the resultant force exerted on
all objects and subtracting the other n − 1 springs’ forces leads
to the force upon the remaining object, whose state is computed
via optimization. After acquiring all springs’ states, the horizon-
tal stiffness is obtained and with the resultant force the horizontal
compensation is determined. Meanwhile, the insertion ratio of
every spring is calculated, together with its estimation of the
next step; confidence parameters of every group are then com-
puted according to the error between the estimated and the true
ratios; and the expected insertion ratio for the overall insertion
is obtained using the insertion ratio, the confidence parameter of
the most compressed spring, and the average estimated insertion
ratio. The offset and force effect parameters are the results of
evaluating the current insertion depth increment and the com-
pensation effect. The expected insertion is then determined and
limited by its maximum permission. Three aspects are evalu-
ated to check if the terminal condition is reached, including the
insertion length, the insertion ratio, and the vertical force. If not,
the horizontal compensation and the vertical insertion activate.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

On the precision assembly platform shown in Fig. 5, we
test the proposed approaches including the spring model, the
visual-based state acquisition, and the insertion strategy. The
experimental platform equips with three microscopes, two force
sensors, and six robot arms. This experiment only employs
two robot arms, two microscopes, and a force sensor to fulfill
the parallel insertion. The upper arm, which holds the paral-
lel gripper, is equipped with three Suguar KWG06030-G, with
translational resolution as ±0.5 μm, and a two-DOF manual tilt
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Fig. 4. Process for parallel insertion control.

Fig. 5. Experiment platform and the objects to be assembled.

adjustment Sigma KKD-25C. The lower arm, which grips the
holes, has a Micos ES-100 with movement errors within 0.1 μm,
and KGW06050-L, KGW06075-L, and SGSP-40yaw for rota-
tion. One microscope is GC2450 with resolution of 2448 × 2050
pixels and another is PointGrey 50S5M-C whose resolution is
2448 × 2048 pixels. The microscopes locate on platforms, each
driven by three Suguar KWG06030-G to follow the insertion,
which facilitate auto adjusting the springs to the center of the im-
age and clearly viewing the springs. The force sensor is Nano-43
with resolution of 1/128 N, which can be improved with filter-
ing. Restricted by the platform configuration, we only test the
parallel insertion of two groups. The two objects are hollow and
cylinder shaped, with 0.1 mm thickness, 5 mm length, and 5 mm
diameter. The two holes are hollow cylinders with 50 μm thick-
ness and 5 mm length. The materials are aluminum and their
interferences range in 0∼5 μm. Two compression springs are
5 mm long and their diameters are both 2.5 mm. Since this paper
mainly focuses on the insertion strategy of this parallel passive
configuration, the springs are glued to the objects and dissolved
with solvent after assembly, for easy realization, and in future
we will design appropriate mechanisms to connect springs and
objects.

To acquire the spring coefficient, we compress the spring,
record the compression lengths and the corresponding forces,
repeat these processes for several times, and average the ratios
between forces and compressed lengths, which leads to K =
27.4 mN/μm. The Butterworth method is used to filter the force
sensor.

We first verify the spring model by comparing the computed
forces and the measured ones. To do that, one object is inserted
into a hole so that its posture is unchanged and the spring is
compressed. Given a randomized initial setting, we sequently
move the upper manipulator 20 steps of 10 μm along the pos-
itive x-axis, the positive y-axis, the negative x-axis, and then
the negative y-axis, in its own coordinates. Between two steps,
the force change is chosen as the comparison objective. Ac-
cording to the relative displacements of every manipulator and
the corresponding measured forces, the spring’s initial offset is
obtained by optimizing the squared errors between the forces
computed with the spring model and measured from the sensor.
The forces computed with the proposed spring model are then
acquired according to the motion steps and the relative forces are
calculated between two consecutive movements. Fig. 6 shows
the comparison results where the first two subfigures present
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the forces computed from the spring
model and measured from the force sensor. The first row is the rela-
tive forces in the x, y, and z axes between two consecutive states; and
the rest is the horizontal and vertical errors between the computed force
and the measured force.

the relative forces in the horizontal plane and the errors be-
tween them are shown in the fourth and fifth subfigures. It can
be seen that the computed forces fit the measured forces and
most of their errors range in ±20 mN. The statistical errors
may originate from the object manufacturing precision and the
contact that are not explicitly modeled. The mean errors are
μx = −2.03 mN and μy = −0.60 mN, and the standard devia-
tions are σx = 11.34 mN and σy = 4.83 mN. Fig. 6(c) shows
the relative vertical forces and Fig. 6(f) displays their errors.
The mean error is μz = 1.06 mN and the standard deviation is
σz = 11.08 mN. Known from these results, the spring model
can relate the spring force and offset with a tolerant error.

The second experiment aims at verifying the method of vi-
sion based offset acquisition. As shown in Fig. 7, the two ends
of the spring are blocked. We randomly pick a state where the
spring is compressed and the spring’s two ends deviate. Using
the two horizontal microscopes, the spring images are obtained
and the key points on the coils are located using Canny operator
and circular Hough Transform, which are circled as magenta
points. In the proposed method, we set the manipulator’s bot-
tom surface and the object’s upper surface as the initialization
for optimization and a piecewise function is obtained to fit the
detected points. The fitted top and bottom ends are marked as the
yellow points and the dotted lines are the fitting curves. Fig. 7(c)
and (d) present the horizontal pixel errors between the circled
points and their fitted values. Known from these figures, the fit-
ting errors are limited in a small ranges: for Fig. 7(a), the mean
errors are μ1l = −0.02 pixels and μ1r = −0.02 pixels, and the
standard deviations are σ1l = 0.04 pixels and σ1r = 0.13 pixels;
and for Fig. 7(b), the mean errors are μ2l = −0.03 pixels and
μ2r = −0.16 pixels, and the standard deviations are σ2l = 0.02
pixels and σ2r = 0.04 pixels. We also test multiple images and
the overall fitting error maintains small, which shows the cor-
rectness of the spring’s offset acquisition method. The errors

Fig. 7. Fitting curve of the spring’s edge points and the errors between
the computed and the true values. (a) Fitting curve of the spring viewed in
the microscope 1. (b) Fitting curve of the spring viewed in the microscope
2. (c) Errors between the computed and the true values in the first image.
(d) Errors between the computed and the true values in the second
image.

TABLE I
CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR EXPERIMENTS

from the visual detection, as shown in Fig. 7, are limited in a
small range and lead to a not-large contact force after multiply-
ing the spring horizontal stiffness, which is obtained in the next
experiment. These errors may affect the insertion planning pro-
cess resorting to (29), rather than the horizontal compensation
[recalling (23)].

The third experiment is carried out to test the parallel in-
sertion strategy. The control parameters are given in Table I,
where the objects are expected to be inserted with a maximum
increment 20 μm and the process ends after the vertical force
surpasses 0.5 N. We use the Ziegler–Nichols method to regulate
the controller parameters. To counteract the errors of initializa-
tion settings, the relative state change is used rather than the
absolute value, i.e., the errors relative to the initial offset are
labeled as the spring’s states. Fig. 8 shows the experiment re-
sults. The insertion can be classified into two parts: in the first
170 steps, the force magnitude and variation are relative small
while in the latter half, due to disturbances, they become large.
After the insertion starts, the springs are compressed to balance
the friction forces caused by the interferences and the vertical
force stabilizes at about 100 mN. In the first half, the varia-
tion of the contact forces ranges in [−20, 20] mN in the x-axis,
[−10, 10] mN in the y-axis, and [−120,−80] mN in the z-axis.
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Fig. 8. Experiment results for the parallel insertion of two groups of objects. (a)–(c) Forces in the x, y, and z axes measured from the force sensor.
(d)–(f) the spring offsets in the x, y, and z axes of the object viewed in the microscopes. (g)–(i) the forces in the x, y, and z axes computed using
the vision-based method. (j)–(l) the insertion movements in the x, y, and z axes.

These resultant forces show that they maintain in a small range
as inserting and as a whole the objects are well aligned. The
spring offsets viewed in microscopes also vary: [−10, 5]μm in
the x-axis, [−5, 0]μm in the y-axis, and [−17,−10]μm in the
z-axis. According to these values, the corresponding forces on
this object are computed based on the spring model, which are
shown in Fig. 8(g)–(i). Subtracting these computed forces from
the resultant ones results in the forces upon the other object,
and using the optimization method the other object’s offsets
are obtained. With both objects’ offsets, the vertical insertion
is planned. The last three subfigures in Fig. 8 present the ma-
nipulator movements: the horizontal compensations range in
[−10, 10]μm and the vertical insertion always takes the max-
imum increments. As the insertion enters the latter half, the
vibration of the contact force becomes large, and accordingly
the observed spring’s offsets, the computed forces, and the ma-
nipulator movements also grow. The horizontal force can be
compensated for and the vertical insertion is not affected. As
the object reaches the bottom at about 270 steps, the upper
manipulator still inserts and the spring is more compressed un-
til Fvm is surpassed. In the state with the largest horizontal
force, the horizontal stiffness of this parallel insertion is close
to 4.4 mN/μm. We have also experimented to acquire the pro-
portionality of the deformation between objects and the exerted
force, which is about 60 mN/μm. Compared with the parallel
rigid insertion, this parallel compliant configuration has much
less horizontal stiffness.

The errors in Fig. 8 may come from the machining errors and
disturbances which become severer as the spring number grows.
The result variations are originated from the compensation and
disturbances. A deviation exists between the insertion direction
and the vertical axis in the view plane of microscopes. This
deviation constantly generates horizontal alignment errors in
each insertion step and the controller intends to compensate for
the horizontal forces.

As the spring number grows, the horizontal stiffness basically
increases, as shown in (10), and the resultant horizontal force
grows as well. These two increments will affect the horizontal

compensation performance, e.g., bigger variations. Another ef-
fect comes from the vertical insertion planning and the insertion
probably becomes slower due to the increment of the horizontal
force, according to (28). The averaging in the equation and the
tuning of the parameter γ4 help to reduce the effect of the visual
detection errors.

The results would not be different if the test is executed in
industry environment. But due to the property of microscopes
and the precision requirement, the mechanism needs to locate
on an isolation platform in a clean room.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper considers the parallel insertion of multiple objects
connected with passive compliant mechanisms in precision as-
sembly. This configuration can provide substantial compliance
to parallel insertion and improve efficiency for massive preci-
sion assembly. We analyze the compliance of parallel springs
and build a model to relate the spring’s state and force. In rigid
parallel insertion, the state of each object is unobservable since
it is blocked, while in this configuration we use two microscopes
to observe one spring and obtain its state employing a fitting and
optimization approach, which is applied to all but one springs.
The state of the remaining spring is acquired via the resultant
force provided by a force sensor. A strategy is proposed to
efficiently insert multiple objects simultaneously while consid-
ering the resultant force, all springs’ offsets, and the insertion
ratio. Experiments are implemented to validate the proposed
method.

APPENDIX A
PARAMETER ACQUISITION OF THE SPRING FUNCTION

Reviewing the description in the first two paragraphs in
Section III-A, we use two points to compute the parameters
in (1). At the top end of the spring, P0i , its slope is zero and its
position is the origin, which leads to

P0i :
{

ci = 0
di = 0.

(33)
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At the bottom end of the spring, Pei , its position can be extracted
and its slope is determined by θi

Pei :

{
aix

3
ei + bix

2
ei + cixei + di = zei

3aix
2
ei + 2bixei + ci = tan θi.

(34)

Solving the above equations lead to the results in (2).
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